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“In Order to Form a More Perfect Union”: 
Lessons From Two Revolutionary Alliances 

 
Thesis:  The founding of the United States offers valuable context and insights 
for healthcare leaders aspiring to unify their institutions without merging assets. 
 
 
We all know the story of July 1, 1776 and the drama leading up to the 
signing of the Declaration of Independence.  Most of us know the story 
following that fateful day, the war between Britain and the 13 colonies, the 
indispensable leadership of George Washington and his struggles with the 
Continental Congress. 
 
But there’s a fascinating story of what began before the Declaration of 
Independence and wasn’t completed until after the end of the 
Revolutionary War in 1781.  It is this little-known story that holds 
important insights for healthcare systems aspiring to be united 
without merging their assets. 
 
Alliances can and do work where their members predetermine how they 
will reconcile differences between short-term individual interests and 
longer-term collective interests. 
 

Part I.  
The “Articles of Confederation” Story 

 
The “Articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union,” was an agreement 
among all thirteen original states, drafted by a committee beginning on 
July 12, 1776, just days after independence was declared.  It took 5 long 
years of war for the document to be ratified by all 13 states in 1781. 
 
Throughout the Revolutionary War, the Articles provided a system for the 
Continental Congress to direct the Continental Army, conduct diplomacy 
with Europe and deal with territorial issues and Native American relations.  
They were literally fighting a war for their lives without a formally adopted 
agreement.  They relied on their mutual trust and interdependency, as 
captured in the words of Benjamin Franklin: “We must all hang together 
or, most assuredly, we shall all hang separately.” 
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Franklin’s quote captures a principle that is critical to the success or 
failure of collective action, one that leadership author Douglas K. Smith 
labels “Thick We”:  
 

“[P]eople who inescapably share one or more meaningful aspects of 
their fates with one another and who inevitably must together 
balance individual self-interest with the purposes they share as a 
'we'. Because they share fates in various real, tangible and 
everyday ways, thick we’s must both shape and implement some 
common good together.”1 

 
Quite simply, the Founders of our nation individually, and collectively, put 
everything at risk for the We.  The last sentence of the Declaration of 
Independence captures it perfectly:   
 

"[W]e mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our 
sacred Honor." 

 
It is essential for leaders to clarify Why they are coming together for 
collective action - - usually a burning platform or common threat that 
forces it or the prospect of collective gain.  The answer will sow the seeds 
of success or failure for the collective.  As the history of the United States 
illustrates, the strength of the union will be tested at the point where 
individual (state) and collective (federal) interests conflict. 
 
The Articles were patterned as an inter-colonial collaboration designed to 
help solve mutual local problems. During the Revolutionary War, they 
were also aligned against a common enemy.   
 
Congress exercised an unprecedented level of political, diplomatic, 
military and economic authority. It adopted trade restrictions, established 
and maintained an army, issued fiat money, created a military code and 
negotiated with foreign governments. 
 
They agreed to create three overlapping committees to draft a Declaration 
of Independence, a Model Treaty, and the Articles of Confederation to 
establish “a firm league” among the thirteen free and independent states 
with which other nations could conduct foreign affairs. There were long 
debates on the issues of state sovereignty, the exact powers to be given 
the confederate government, whether to have a judiciary, and voting 
procedures.  
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The final draft of the Articles was the de facto system of government used 
by the Congress ("the United States in Congress Assembled") from 1777 
until formally ratified after the war on March 1, 1781.  
 
Why were the Articles of Confederation replaced by the US Constitution? 
 
The purpose of the Articles of Confederation was to create a 
confederation of states wherein each state retained "its sovereignty, 
freedom, and independence, and every power, jurisdiction, and right . . . 
not . . . expressly delegated to the United States in Congress Assembled."  
 
In other words, every state was as independent as possible with the 
United States only responsible for the common defense, security of 
liberties, and the general welfare. The Articles were purposely written to 
keep the national government as weak as possible relative to the states.  
 
It soon became obvious, however, that the Articles of Confederation 
would not be sufficient to hold the nation together.  
 

1) Under the Articles there was a unicameral legislature, no 
judiciary, and a weak executive branch. 
 
2) The central government under the Articles was too weak to 
COMMIT the nation since the majority of the power rested with the 
states.  
 
3) Congress did not have the power to tax.  
4) Changing or amending the Articles required unanimous approval 
of the states, essentially making it impossible to change the Articles 
incrementally. 
 
5) Passage of laws required a super-majority of 9 of the 13 states 
for passage, making it difficult to conduct the normal business of 
running a government.  
 
6) Congress did not have the power to regulate commerce, resulting 
in competition between states and misalignment of the states in 
diplomatic matters.  
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Within only six years of ratification of the Articles, its weaknesses were 
already apparent.  A Constitutional Congress was called and, on 
December 7, 1787, the States ratified a new Constitution that addressed 
those weaknesses by expanding the separated powers granted to the 
federal government by the States.   
 
For 239 years, the United States of America has been an exceptionally 
strong, enduring alliance of its member states.  Like a successful 
marriage, it took constant investment of time and energy, and it hasn’t 
been easy.  The journey required constant diligence to hold onto the core 
values codified in the Constitution while adapting to a changing world 
through Constitutional Amendments.  The issue of slavery and its moral 
and economic significance to the states nearly divided the Union at a cost 
of over 620,000 lives. 
 
Yet the benefits of the alliance have been enormous.  The United States is 
truly an anomaly in the history of the world - - founded upon a great idea - 
- that a nation could be formed By the People, For the People, 
characterized by freedom, self-determination and government by the 
consent of the people under the rule of law instead of a monarch. People 
who articulated a very “Thick” sense of shared values created this very 
remarkable nation.  
 

E Pluribus Unum (“From Many, One.”) - a melting pot of cultures.  
American is a nation of people who chose to become Americans. 
 
In God We Trust - religious tolerance was literally invented in 
America. 
 
Liberty – the freedom to succeed or fail by one’s effort, contrasted  
with the French Revolution’s value of Equality. 

 
To be an American did not sacrifice the pride of identity as a Georgian 
(state); it added the identity of being an American (federal). 
 
Creating an alliance is hard.  Holding it together is even harder. 
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Part II.  
The “Promina Health System” Story 

 
In April 1994, Columbia/HCA announced an offer to acquire Emory 
University Hospital in Atlanta.  Combined with managed care’s rapid 
penetration in the market, and the acquisition of primary care physician 
practices by Wall Street funded firms, the not-for-profit health systems in 
Atlanta were feeling threatened. 
 
CEOs of two of the largest NFP health systems in the market sparked 
board discussions around a “big idea” to strengthen their collective 
market positions.  A third large system was invited to entertain that 
emerging Idea soon thereafter.  Within six months, a confederation was 
formed that rocked the world of healthcare in Atlanta. 
 
John P. Kotter, former Professor of Leadership at Harvard Business 
School, has written extensively on how to lead change - - and why so 
many change efforts fail.  “The most general lesson to be learned … is that 
the change process goes through a series of phases that, in total, usually 
require a considerable length of time…. critical mistakes in any of the 
phases can have a devastating impact, slowing momentum and negating 
hard-won gains.”2  
 
Transformational change is a process, not an event.  The story of the 
PROMINA Health System -- formed in 1994 and shuttered a decade later 
-- offers valuable lessons for leaders forming confederated models of 
healthcare alignment. 
 
On October 1, 1994, a new holding company was formed and announced 
to the Atlanta market:  PROMINA Health System.  Its founding member 
institutions were 3 of the most prestigious names in Atlanta healthcare, 
each of whom dominated its portion of the market. 
 
The personal trust relationship between the three competing friends and 
CEOs - - Richard Hubbard (Piedmont), Bernie Brown (Kennestone/Cobb) 
and Frank Rinker (Gwinnett) was the key that brought their boards 
together around a revolutionary new idea:  to create a sustainable, 
integrated health delivery system without merging the assets of its 
member institutions. 
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No consultant was involved in the formation and design of the new entity. 
An internal study and tour of 14 “pioneer systems” in other cities was 
undertaken.  The CEOs took a trip to the West Coast to study these 
emerging clinically integrated systems - - and came back sobered by the 
need to share leadership with physicians in a way they’d never done 
before. 
 
Trust among the CEOs and the board leaders uniquely enabled the speed 
of the deal.  Bernie Brown, who had invested a career as CEO of 
Kennestone Hospital, was named CEO of PROMINA.  Bernie possessed a 
powerful blend of intellect, experience and emotional intelligence that 
created the trusting environment that made PROMINA possible. 
 
Over the next three years, the addition of two more local systems - - 
DeKalb and Southern Regional - - made PROMINA a formidable player in 
metro Atlanta: 

! 13 hospitals 
! 2500+ affiliate and employed physicians 
! 2520 staffed beds 
! 70 satellite and mobile health centers 
! 18,000 employees 
! Combined revenues of $1.5 billion in 1998 

 
The basic structure was a Parent Holding Company: 
 

o Each local hospital system amended its governing 
documents to make PROMINA the “sole member” of its 
501(c) 3 corporation (the equivalent of “owner” in not-for-
profit parlance.) 
 

o Under Georgia Law, the assets of all these local systems 
were under long-term leases to 501(c) 3 operating companies 
from public hospital authorities.  Even if they wanted to merge 
their assets (which they did not) the process of doing so 
would be politically daunting. 
 

o Bringing physicians to the table became an article of faith for 
PROMINA early in its evolution.  Each local hospital agreed to 
form a local physician hospital organization, which came to 
be known as “Local Integrated Delivery Systems.”  
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o The PROMINA Board was comprised of 2 governing board 
members from each local system.  PROMINA won an IRS 
ruling allowing up to 49% of its governing board to be 
practicing physicians. 
 

o Four permanent Councils were formed to enable decisions to 
be made collectively: 
 

! The Executive Council was formed, composed of the 
CEO and the most senior physician leader of each 
LIDS.  Its early deliberations focused upon partitioning 
a zip code map of Atlanta to define how to ‘slice the 
pie’ among their adjoining markets. 
 

! The Operations Management Council was composed 
of hospital operating leaders to look for ways to save 
money on operating their hospitals.  
 

! The Medical Services Council convened physician 
leaders to create the clinical pathways and EMR 
system needed to be “Clinical Integrated.” 
 

! The Managed Care Council was formed to seek ways 
to leverage “single-signature” managed care 
contracting for the hospitals and their physicians. 
 

Six months after the formation of PROMINA, in the spring of 1995, the 
corporate staff began to be selected by Bernie Brown.  All corporate 
officers were selected out of the founding member institutions. 
 
The philosophy of the emerging PROMINA culture, articulated in the 
words of Bernie Brown and his colleagues using the founding of America 
as a parallel, in many ways belied a less-than-Thick We. 
 

o On State’s Rights:   “I’m a states’-rights-er.  I believe in 
maintaining as much control at the ‘state’ level as possible, 
while doing at the ‘federal’ level only those things that work 
best there.”  Bernie Brown, CEO, PROMINA 
 

o On Self-Reliance:  “What made it easier for us to get together 
was the understanding that no one would overshadow anyone 
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else.  No one was gobbling anyone up, so there would be no 
blood in the water.” Richard Hubbard, CEO, Piedmont 
 

o On Trust:  “It takes a lot of TRUST [emphasis added] to make 
an organization like PROMINA work.  Theoretically, we’ve 
given everyone a voice.  But it could be 10 years or more 
before we know if this is really working.”  Robert Lipson, MD, 
president of WellStar Health System and one of the architects 
of the council setup. 
 

o On Decision Making:  “We think that building decision making 
around consensus and decentralization may be a good idea.” 
Bernie Brown 
 

o On Integration:  “One of the big issues is that without merged 
assets, the pull can be for the LIDS to do their own thing, to 
pick and choose the corporate strategies they want to do.” 
Jack McNamara, a consultant and former senior executive of 
Sentara Health System in Virginia who was recruited a year 
after formation. 
 

o “We’re a case of reverse evolution,” said Brown.  “We have 
children (the hospitals), parents (the LIDS), and a grandparent 
(PROMINA).  But in our family, the children gave birth to the 
grandparent.” 
 

The words echoed those of the Articles of Confederation - - autonomy, 
limited federal power and consensus - - and lacked the Thick We values 
of an urgently held Why. 
 
 

Fast-Forward:  The Beginning of the End in 2002 
 
Within 8 short years, PROMINA created a managed care organization 
(MCO) that negotiated single-signature contracts for its 5 LIDS (13 
hospitals and 2500 physicians).  
 
The majority of affiliated physicians were independent and contracted 
through their local PHOs. Their commitment to clinical protocols and 
coordination of care made joint contracting possible. 
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Virtually every health plan in the market was under contract with 
PROMINA’s hospitals and physicians - - a payer literally could not sell its 
products in the market without PROMINA providers. 
 
What followed was a period of very painful cash calls levied upon the 
LIDS that accelerated the downward spiral for PROMINA. 
 
By 2004, all of PROMINA’s managed care operations were shuttered, all 
contracting had reverted back to the LIDS who, in turn, had begun the 
long run-out of PROMINA obligations as part of its shut down… after less 
than 10 years of confederation. 
 

Making Sense of the Story of PROMINA: A Thin We 
 
Today, talk to anyone in healthcare who lived in Atlanta in the 1990s, 
mention “PROMINA,” and watch what happens.  A wry smile, a long gaze, 
followed by words like, “…it could have worked…. it should have 
worked... if only….”  Powerful healthcare brands like Advocate, Long 
Island Health Network and Novant were birthed in the same era, so why 
did PROMINA fail? 
 
The operative word in the last sentence is the key: Why. 
 
Why was PROMINA conceived in the first place?  As in all human change, 
all the answers were driven by one two primary motivating needs: 
 

1. Prevention:  “We’re doing this to prevent bad things from 
happening if we don’t act.”  Examples:  to defend against the for-
profits; to protect us from aggressive managed care payers; to 
prepare for the eventuality of living under capitation. 
 

2. Promotion:  “We’re doing this to make good things happen that 
won’t happen if we don’t act.”  Examples:  to reduce the cost of 
running our hospitals through economies of scale; to invest in 
clinical integration technology and protocols; to usher in a new era 
of healthcare for our communities. 

 
Because PROMINA emerged so quickly, with a process primarily focused 
on HOW to meld a confederation of equals, the answer to “WHY 
PROMINA” was never clearly articulated, codified and fully embraced in a 
way that could hold the enterprise together when storms inevitably arose. 
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The question of WHY cannot be resolved apart from a very clear 
understanding of the compelling shared VALUES that drive it. 
 
For years to come, the Preventive and Promotional reasons for PROMINA 
repeatedly collided in strategic and policy debates.  

 
The Pragmatic Purpose for PROMINA (The WHAT) 

 
Reduction of Operating Costs became the default focus of PROMINA’s 
leaders.  The energy and enthusiasm that fueled the early days set 
expectations for quick, measurable benefits back home in return for all 
the time leaders were investing at the PROMINA offices. 
 
The Operations and Executive Councils could only do what they agreed to 
do by consensus.  As many new ideas were vetted, a doctrine emerged to 
rationalize that process. 
 

 
 
As the graphic nearby illustrates, this doctrine was based on the premise 
that, as with states’ rights, every function originated in its local community 
systems.  The only reason to perform any function together, therefore, 
was if doing so held the promise of Lower Cost and/or Improved Results. 
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Three applications of the doctrine were conceived according to whether a 
function was Planned and/or Implemented individually or together: 
 
Standardization:  a function is Planned Together but Implemented 
Locally by all members.  Example: PROMINA Branding was clearly 
standardized in a way that emphasized the local brand equity first, and 
the new system affiliation second.  Marketing budgets remained local but 
branding performance was improved by coordinated planning for all.  
PROMINA’s brand garnered its equity from that of its members. 
 
Centralization:  a function is Planned and Implemented Together for all 
members, extra-locally.  Examples:  a new distribution center was planned 
and built to serve the group purchasing strategy for PROMINA members. 
It provided economies of scale and better performance for all.  The 
Managed Care Organization was centralized with the infrastructure for 
managing risk.  Centralization tended to be a very short list. 
 
Shared:  a function that is Planned and Implemented Together for some 
but not all members.  It may reside at one local system and be shared by 
others.  It recognized that not all members were at the same stage of 
operational evolution to be ready to play together.  Example: WellStar was 
in immediate need of a new laboratory information system, Piedmont 
considered the possible benefits of joint acquisition of an LIS, and 
Gwinnett did not need to change at that time. 
 

Examples of Pragmatic Wins for PROMINA: 
 

1. Branding:  the PROMINA brand was successfully introduced to the 
market, as a “wholesale” brand relevant to healthcare players-and-
payers more than to consumers, who identified with the local 
brands in a “retail” fashion because of the strong brand equity of 
each LIDS in its community.  Branding followed the “Intel Inside” 
idea: PROMINA was “inside” the best local brands in the market. 
 

2. Standardized employee benefits:  the LIDS developed common 
standards for employee benefits that were re-bid as a group to 
obtain better prices and same-or-improved terms.  Service years 
were made portable for employees moving between LIDS.  (Wage 
and Salary plans were retained locally.) 
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3. Shared Supply Chain: the most successful and sustainable wins, 
producing sizable cost-savings, came from the careful creation of a 
disciplined philosophy of “value-analysis” and “committed volume” 
supply chain practices.  This has since been called The Tree 
House Club Principle:  Hard to get into the Tree House, strict rules 
of Commitment to stay in the Tree House, a trap door to eject those 
who don’t keep their promises to their peers, and so much value no 
one will want to leave. 
 

a. “Value Analysis” - - Quality was the first determinant of 
which product to buy together.  A process was devised for 
quickly assembling the comparative data on like-products so 
that a Value Analysis Team (VAT) of users from all the LIDS 
could assess which items were of essentially equal value. 
 

b. “Committed Volume” - - After the VAT process identified the 
equivalent products, PROMINA’s supply chain team pitted 
those vendors against one another with the promise that 90% 
or more of ALL their purchases would go to the winner.  The 
starting price was the Novation best national price (all LIDS 
were members of VHA/Novation).  At first, local preferences 
militated against such commitment, until PROMINA’s board 
chairman asked for a monthly report on supply chain savings 
opportunities Taken and Not Taken, by LIDS.  Immediately 
the 90%+ goal was realized.  PROMINA built a centralized 
distribution center, thereby disintermediating the distributors, 
enforcing compliance, and reclaiming vendor marketing fees 
back to the LIDS.  
 

4. Centralized Managed Care Contracting:  Within a year of its 
formation PROMINA created a managed care organization (MCO) to 
represent its affiliated physicians and hospitals. 
 
The governance structure enabled the hospitals to negotiate 
“single-signature” contracts because they were Financially 
Integrated by ownership. 
 
In order to extend that negotiating leverage to their affiliated, non-
employed physicians (very few were employed), the local PHOs 
were clinically integrated through the work of the Medical Services 
Council.   
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The embrace of the role of physicians in leadership was a 
significant cultural shift by executives across PROMINA.  Physician 
leadership was less focused upon the hospital enterprise than upon 
the larger population health enterprise, the creation of evidence-
based care protocols, the adoption of electronic medical records - - 
all the new work of healthcare for which physicians are needed yet 
unprepared to lead.  (The rapid promotion of physicians into 
positions of leadership ushered in many failures that could have 
been mitigated by more attention to the behavioral competencies 
needed by physicians to move from the clinical to the leadership 
realm.) 
 
PROMINA’s MCO negotiated full-risk and pay-for-performance 
deals with the major payers in the market, representing its affiliated 
physicians and hospitals. 
 

The seeds of PROMINA’s demise were sown at its birth. 
 
From the public announcement of its birth in October 1994, confusion 
churned within the newly formed holding company.  It was too late for its 
leaders to clarify and communicate WHY, HOW and WHAT PROMINA 
was all about.  The horse was out of the barn! 
 
Over the first year, a “meta-narrative” gradually emerged that, while not 
effectively articulated publicly or internally, set the course for PROMINA.  
What began as a shared services holding company among equals began 
to take on a new shape.  
 
A meta-narrative is a Big Why Story that attempts to give a 
comprehensive explanation of a series of historical events.  It anticipates 
completion of an as-yet unrealized master idea. In the midst of complex 
transformational change the meta-narrative tries to make sense of what is 
happening by explaining WHY it is happening. 
 
PROMINA’s meta-narrative evolved as follows:  
 

“Capitation will soon be the norm in Atlanta.  Doctors and Hospitals 
must be clinically integrated to accept and manage clinical and 
financial risk.  Risk requires data; in the absence of EMRs, 
PROMINA needs claims-based data on clinical activities at risk.  
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Therefore, PROMINA will negotiate at-risk contracts with access to 
claims data, standardize best-practice order sets developed by our 
physicians, and deploy them electronically.  Success will be 
measured in a higher Medical Cost Ratio accruing to our Doctors 
and Hospitals.” 

 
Two examples of how the meta-narrative influenced strategy are 
PROMINA’s pursuit of a common electronic medical record and single-
signature managed care contracting. 
 
1. Single Electronic Medical Record:  In 1995, the EMR was just 

coming onto the stage.  The meta-narrative of PROMINA demanded it.   
 

“Since capitation will soon be the norm, our Doctors and Hospitals 
must be clinically integrated to accept and manage clinical and 
financial risk. Therefore, standardization of best-practice order sets, 
developed by the sweat-equity of our physicians, and deployed 
electronically, is required.  Therefore, we all must be on the same 
EMR platform as soon as possible.” 

 
From 1995 to 2000, thousands of man-hours were invested in vetting 
the best EMRs in the market.  Physicians played a central role in the 
evaluation process, site visits and deliberations.  The conventional 
reality of the 1990s was that a single acute care and ambulatory 
platform was necessary to coordinate the care of patients under 
population-based risk contracts. 
 
Eclipsys was the selected vendor.  Piedmont was the first LIDS to sign 
a contract and begin implementation planning.  Its alignment with its 
physicians, through the Piedmont Clinic (employment and affiliation) 
was ready to invest in the heavy lifting. 
 
But WellStar was pulling back from its commitment to PROMINA.  
They did not want to link their fate to Piedmont in a Standardized or 
Shared effort.  Gwinnett was unprepared to make the financial 
commitment and stayed on the sidelines. 
 
DeKalb committed to Eclipsys one-year after Piedmont and planned to 
learn from its colleagues’ experience along the way, but not share any 
infrastructure investments. 
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The EMR issue was an example of how difficult it is, in an alliance, to 
make and keep long-term commitments between the states.  The 
world of healthcare is dominated by annual operating budget thinking, 
whereas strategic investments must be sustained across many years.  
PROMINA’s leaders struggled to sustain the energy and sense of Thick 
We necessary to stay together and harvest the fruit of their 
investments. 
 

2. Managed Care Contracting:  By 2000, PROMINA was managing 
several disparate full/partial risk plans in the market on behalf of its 
member LIDS.  All contracts were on PROMINA paper.  The joint 
contracting began in 1995-96, five years after the entry of managed 
care to Atlanta, and at the nadir of capitated rates.  Sadly, PROMINA 
locked in 5-year deals at those low rates for its doctors and hospitals 
just before rates began to inflate.   
 
PROMINA also sought to capture claims data from payers by taking 
responsibility for managing risk and flowing claims through PROMINA 
to its doctors and hospitals.  The reason was driven by the meta-
narrative:  In the absence of EMRs, insurers had more detailed, 
accessible electronic claims data on the clinical care being delivered 
inside our hospitals and clinics than we did.  Until we have an EMR, we 
need to take risk contracts to gain access to claims data to learn how 
to manage population-based care. 
 
PROMINA’s claims management capabilities were not equal to the 
task, and PROMINA soon gained the reputation as the worst payer in 
the market to its own physicians! 
 
Moreover, the claims systems that were developed were not able to 
accurately track Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) liabilities that 
eventually needed to be paid.   
 
In effect, PROMINA’s MCO did not front-end capitalize IBNR but 
instead banked the first months of capitated revenues knowing that 
those claims weren’t payable for 60-90 days on the presumption that 
this bolus of cash flow would sustain claims payments going forward.   
 
However, managing risk requires the ability to monitor current claims 
liabilities - - “Incurred But Not Reported” claims (IBNR) - - to assure 
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adequate working capital is maintained in that pipeline over time.  
PROMINA lacked the management systems or expertise to do so. 
 
In the absence of the ability to monitor the IBNR, the day came when 
there was insufficient cash in the claims pipeline to pay out current 
claims.  
 
The result was that, by 2002, PROMINA was widely regarded as the 
worst payer of claims in the market - - by its own physicians.  Cash 
flow lagged claims flow, necessitating delays of payments.  The new 
president of the MCO that year noted that he was trying to manage half 
a dozen different risk-based plan designs for PROMINA with less 
infrastructure than he had running statewide Blue Cross HMO plan. 
 
 

The Dis-Integration of PROMINA 
 
The original glue that held PROMINA together was the relationship of 
trust between the three founding CEOs of Kennestone/Cobb, 
Piedmont and Gwinnett.   
 
Bernie Brown, Richard Hubbard and Frank Rinker, literally put into play 
the kind of personal and professional commitment described in the last 
line of the Declaration of Independence: “our Lives, our Fortunes and 
our sacred Honor."  They were all in the prime of their careers with 
multiple decades in their respective institutions.  Those institutions 
were doing well, they were not in trouble, yet these three men 
envisioned a future that required action…. to Prevent bad things and to 
Promote good things happening instead… and put their reputations on 
the line for PROMINA. 
 
But leadership changes happen in the C-Suite of healthcare systems, 
all the more rapidly today than in the 1990s.  With Bernie Brown 
stepping up to CEO of PROMINA from the Kennestone and Cobb 
system (later named WellStar), his successor did not share the same 
commitment to the vision of PROMINA.  Then as two more systems 
joined PROMINA, and CEO retirements and changes continued, that 
original glue of a vision of confederation faded in the face of states’ 
rights.  
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As a holding company, PROMINA had a governing board composed of 
the chair and vice chair of each local system’s board.  The CEOs 
worked for both their local boards and the PROMINA board.  These 
board members included a number of wise business and civic leaders 
from across Atlanta, and they were a vital part of the glue holding the 
PROMINA together while conflict was being managed in the councils.  
But the new CEOs influence with their boards favored states rights. 
 
Organizational gravity always pulls toward the local community. 
 
First WellStar announced its plans to secede from the union. WellStar’s 
new leaders believed they brought more value to PROMINA than 
others did.  It was big enough to command power in its market on its 
own without the financial cost and time that PROMINA required. 
 
Next, Richard Hubbard’s retirement led to Piedmont’s recruitment of a 
new CEO, who questioned the fundamentals of PROMINA’s value to 
his organization.  Subjugating his institution’s autonomy to a 
confederation was viewed as limiting rather than empowering 
Piedmont, whose brand was the strongest in the market.  Within a year 
of WellStar’s secession, Piedmont followed.   
 
And then there were three: Gwinnett, DeKalb and Southern Regional. 
 
As inertia degraded commitment to cost saving initiatives, and as 
capital calls mounted, the end was inevitable.   
 
The strongest attribute of PROMINA was its supply chain initiatives.  
To salvage and continue to grow the supply chain program, it was 
spun off into a freestanding cooperative and renamed Partners 
Cooperative - - the “P-word” brand that had once been a magnet in 
Atlanta healthcare had become a stigma that others no longer wanted 
to be associated with.  Today, Partners Cooperative is one of the pre-
eminent super regional GPOs in the nation, with 42 hospitals in 
Georgia and South Carolina, with 3 distribution centers offering low 
unit of measure/just in time distribution and a powerful culture of 
committed volume purchasing with huge benefits for its members. 
 
By 2004, the formal unwinding of PROMINA began and over the next 3 
years all assets were liquidated and liabilities disposed. 
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Six Hard Lessons Learned by PROMINA 
 
Leadership is influence used to create coordinated action by a team.  
 
Leaders carry the values that tell Why the organization exists.  
 
Leaders typically fail not because they don’t know What to do - - but 
because of HOW they do it. 
 
In his book, The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, Patrick Lencioni presents a 
useful model for understanding HOW the leaders of PROMINA failed. 
As the diagram nearby illustrates, there are five essential elements that 
govern HOW a dysfunctional team behaves: 

 
“Another way to understand this model is to take the opposite approach,” 
Lencioni writes, “– a positive one – and imagine how members of truly 
cohesive teams behave: 
 

a. They trust one another. 
b. They engage in unfiltered conflict around ideas [because they 

trust one another] 
c. They commit to decisions and plans of action [because they 

have had effective conflict]. 
d. They hold one another accountable for delivering against those 

plans [because they committed to decisions and plans] 
e. They focus on the achievement of collective results [sometimes 

at the expense of individual results].”3 
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Looking through these two lenses - - WHY and HOW effective leaders 
lead - - six hard lessons can be taken from the experience of PROMINA. 
 

1. Ambiguity: Failure to Create A Thick We for PROMINA  
 

a. Was it a Shared Services organization? (Reduce costs 
through Standardization and Centralization) 
 

b. Was it a Managed Care organization? (Centralized, Top-Line 
Revenue enhancement) 
 

c. Why should any one member of PROMINA “take one” for the 
team?  
 

2. Insufficient Trust 
 

a. PROMINA could never have been formed without trust 
between the 3 prime actors.  Necessary but insufficient trust. 
 

b. Boards gained Trust with time and exposure to one another.  
They held PROMINA together even as CEO trust waned. 
 

c. New leaders did not assimilate the trust of the founders. 
 
 

3. A Failure to Commit by Managing Conflict as well as Agreement   
 

a. The Abilene Paradox4:  A group of people decides upon a 
course of action that is counter to the preferences of many (or 
all) of the individuals in the group.  No one “rocks the boat” 
by stating objections or misgivings about the action, thinking 
that one’s view is counter to that of The Group.  Individuals 
therefore act contrary to their own wishes and are likely to be 
unhappy with the outcome.  
 

b. The Tree House Club Paradox:  Make it hard to get in, 
harder to get out, a trap door to kick out the uncommitted, 
but so good you never want to leave. The benefits of staying 
were not Thick enough for the threat of the Trap Door to be a 
deterrent to not living up to shared commitments. 
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4. A Lack of Accountability and Adaptability 
 

a. Without constructive conflict, commitment is impossible. 
 

b. Without commitment, holding each other accountable is 
impossible.  Compliance is a poor substitute for commitment. 
 

c. Anticipate the clash of states’ and federal rights before it 
arrives and predetermine a process to manage it. 
 
 

5. Pressure for Immediate Financial Results: 
 

a. Reluctance to Delay Gratification:  “Show Us the Results 
today before we decide if we’re really committed to the topic 
at hand - - maybe we can do it ourselves instead.” 
 

b. Sustaining Strategic Tension:  Strategic choices transcend 
annual operating budgets.  The tangible rewards of senor 
leaders are annual.  Sustaining the tension between annual 
operating results for the states and long-term strategic results 
for the confederation is difficult. Key CEO changes led to 
rethinking states’ rights over federal rights for PROMINA. 
 

6. Lack of Effective Physician Leadership 
 

a. Clinical integration requires changing physician behavior. 
 

b. Research shows that the behaviors physicians are taught that 
make them great clinicians conflict with the behaviors that 
make them great leaders.  Those behaviors can be learned. 
 

c. “The Square Root of n”:  It only requires a few effective 
physician leaders to shift the behavior of all physicians in a 
community. 
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Postscript:  Insights from U.S. History and PROMINA 

 
In 1776, America was a powerful idea whose time had come: a nation of, by and 
for the People.  Under the Articles of Confederation, America was strong enough 
to defeat a common enemy, but not strong enough to stay together in 
peacetime. The Articles were patterned as an inter-colonial collaboration 
designed to help solve mutual local problems and defend against a common 
enemy.  After the war, Americans reinvented themselves as a constitutional 
republic, making them strong enough to withstand the war among themselves. 
A states’ rights issue that pre-existed the confederation nearly broke the union.  
The new Constitution contained provisions for resolving constitutional 
challenges through amendment, checks and balances.  It made it difficult to 
make choices without the resolution of conflict among representatives of the 
states. To be an American did not sacrifice the pride of identity as a Georgian 
(state); it added the identity of being an American (federal). 
 
In 1994, PROMINA was a powerful idea:  a union of independent equals that 
could think and act as one.  PROMINA successfully created a confederation of 
states, to protect themselves from their common enemies.  Yet their vision of 
what they would do with their confederation - - the Why - - was not compelling 
enough to build a committed, innovative and enduring union.  PROMINA’s 
leaders failed to translate their sense of urgency, and their powerful coalition, 
into a compelling set of share values.  And they failed to pass those shared 
values on to the leaders who followed them.  In the end, the benefits did not 
outweigh the costs of being in the club. 
 
A successful alliance, like a marriage, a family or a nation, is the result of Trust 
plus effective Conflict, which produce enduring Commitment and shared 
Accountability. 
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